
What is Bullying and How 
to Handle It

Can Fishing help change 
a bully’s spots?



Please  discuss with your table 
one personal bullying event, 

either as bully, victim, or 
bystander
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What is the difference between 
Bullying and Normal Peer Conflict ?

Imbalance of Power  

Unfair Advantage

Frequent event

Work with  Bully and Victim 
separately

Balance of Power

Need to use skills

Happens once or very 
sporadically

Mediation Effective
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3 Roles in a Bullying Situation

 The Aggressor- the one doing the Bullying 
Behavior

 The Target or Victim- the person being 
bullied

 The Bystander- the person 
watching/seeing the bullying happen
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Strategies for the Aggressor

 Realize and identify the problem behavior

 Acknowledge that you need to change the 
behavior

 Apologize for the negative behavior

 Use your conflict management skills to handle 
the problem

 Increase your empathy and concern for others

 Use your leadership skills to help rather than 
hurt.
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Strategies for bullying victims 

 Avoid  “hot zones” whenever possible

 Use Assertive Skills

 Value Yourself

 Report Incidences (counselors can protect 
anonymity) 

 Find safe places and people

 Make new friends and try new activities
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Strategies for bystanders  

 Refuse to be an audience

 If appropriate and safe, ask the bully to 
stop.

 Be a friend to the victim and be 
empathetic.  Let the victim know you 
support them.

 Do not laugh while someone is being 
picked on

 Most importantly, TELL AN ADULT.
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Teasing or Taunting?

 Teasing:

 Intended to get both parties to laugh

 Pokes fun in a light hearted way- never 
intended to hurt

 Innocent in motive

 Discontinued when the person being teased 
becomes upset or objects to the teasing
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What is Taunting?

 Taunting:

 Based on an imbalance of power, is one sided 
and is intended to hurt or harm

 Involves humiliating, cruel, or demeaning 
comments hidden under the guise of joking

 Includes laughter directed at the target, not 
WITH the target

 Continues even though the person objects
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What is Cyberbullying?

Using cyber space (computers and 
cell phones) to bully others
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Dangers of Cyberbullying

 Only a click of a button to send hurtful 
messages/rumors

 Can bully day or night

 Can create websites of stories/pictures/jokes 
ridiculing others

 Things are said that would never be said “face 
to face”

 Gives a sense of anonymity- may say things 
because you THINK no one will find out- THEY 
WILL!
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Choose how you ACT

 Assert Compassion Truthfully

 Approach Challenges Together

 Always Control you Tongue

 Always Count to Ten

 Always Carefully Think
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